Open Access and the Research Lifecycle

Think OA every step of the way

1. Identify new research area

2. Produce research proposal

3. Bid for funding

4. Conduct Literature Review

5. Collect and analyse data

6. Write up and submit

7. Disseminate

What’s already published in your field? Search CORE’s index of >30 million OA articles, includes those deposited in Pure.

Do your co-authors and their institutions agree to go OA? Have they available funds to pay for article processing charges?

Does the prospective funder have a green or gold OA policy for publications? Do they require a CC-BY license? Check using SHERPA/JULIET.

Can you find the literature you need? Search CORE’s index of OA articles from repositories worldwide.

Check out our QUB Research Data Management webpages.

Does the publisher offer an OA option? Is it compliant with your funder’s OA policy? Which version of your paper can be open? Use SHERPA/ROMEO to find out.

Deposit in Pure on acceptance to be compliant with the OA Policy for REF 2021. OA ensures your work can reach further and make an impact worldwide.

http://libguides.qub.ac.uk/openaccess
openaccess@qub.ac.uk
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